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Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the Institute of Advanced
Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group. They are the opinions of individual contributors
and are published with a view that free expression promotes discussion and interests.
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Thoughts of a
Temporary Chairman
No apologies this month. We have two guests tonight.
Firstly, Malcolm Hearn with his partner Carol and race bike from the classic
era.
The Rob North Triumph is a replica of the Works bikes of the seventies, owned
by Carol and ridden by Malc. This is a double-edged sword. Once you have
listened to Malc the plan is to encourage group members to join us on a trip to
one of the road circuits in Belgium next year to watch Malc race.
Malc will be followed by our good friend Chris, who has come along to get
you excited about a weekend to a race track in France for a day on track. This
will cater for first timers on track and will take place over the weekend of
9th/10th August 2008. Should you miss tonight’s group meeting full details
will be in the next SAM Observer.
Thanks go to all who gave up their time to come along to the meeting for
events ideas. Your support and ideas overwhelmed us. We hope this will lead
to a very full year for our membership.
Next month is party night. YOUR PARTY NIGHT. The Committee is
working on giving everyone a good laugh at everybody’s expense. So do all
come. Join in. Meet and speak to those you’ve not spoken to before. We are
all motorcyclists after all.
Ride safe.
Keith

PS: The members who were awarded our group trophies at AGM 2007, could
you please return them for group night January 2008.
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Secretary’s Scribbles
As I write this missive I can hear
the sound of fireworks popping
outside. It must be November. So
far it’s been a very mild November
too. I’ve made the mistake of
putting the thermal liner back into
my jacket too early. I’m still using
the summer gloves too.
A few weeks ago I attended a
planning meeting for SAM events
in 2008. I was so impressed by not
only the truly huge number of members who were willing to give their time to
attend but also the variety of ideas put forward. If only half of the ideas come
to fruition, then 2008 will be a superb year for motorcycling. However that
doesn’t mean that we have all the ideas we need. There’s still plenty of room
to add even more of your ideas. We just need you to turn them into reality.
Also a few weeks ago, members John Morgan, John Showell and myself took
part in the “East Coast Challenge”.

If you’ve not heard of this then take a look at: www.eastcoastchallenge.co.uk.
Briefly the idea is to take at least 7 hours (but no more than 24) to visit five
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towns in East Anglia by whatever route you like. Once completed you send
your evidence of your ride (receipts and/or photographs) along with £12 for
your commemorative mug and contribution to two excellent charities. To give
you an idea, here are the two Johns in a very sunny Swaffham on the lookout
for lunch.
Martin Andrew
P.S. If you cast your mind back a few months to my short report of the I.A.M.
National Motorcycle Conference you my remember that I mentioned that the
I.A.M.’s official Insurance Company, (Adelaide Insurance of Belfast) were
seriously trying to get I.A.M. members to buy their policies. Well I can report
that their quote for my latest renewal was in fact £20 more than my current
Ebike renewal. However one short telephone conversation later and not only
did they match that cheaper price but the cover seems to be better too: lower
excess, longer continental cover and (for me unneeded) cover when observing.
That is cover for using the bike for observing, not just the usual third party
liability. So give them a try when you need to renew and you might be
pleasantly surprised!

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate members:
Simon Clarke

Nick Coady

Andrew Goudy

Iain Grant

Geoff Reed

Shirley Coady
Colin Lodge

Bill White

Miles Wilson

Welcome also to Max Eaves who joins us as an existing full member.
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right.

Test Passes
Congratulations to Jennifer Budinger for passing her IAM Test.
Jennifer’s observer was John Goodwin.
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Write to Reply
Dear Editor,
I rather think others will be sending you a write-up of the excellent trip to
France that Keith Gilbert organised for the "continental virgins" on 6th
October. I won't duplicate those efforts other than to say how much I enjoyed
the day, and to thank Keith and my fellow virgins for their company.
However, I would like to draw attention to an excellent biker-friendly B&B
which we discovered in central Dover, just a few minutes from the Port. It is
called Bleriot's and the address is 47 Park Avenue, Dover CT16 1HE, and the
telephone number is 01304-211394. The proprietor is Martin Casey.
Fred Marshallsay and I both decided to ride down to Dover on the Friday
evening, rather than face the prospect of departing from Copdock somewhat
earlier than sparrowfart. Despite traffic problems on the A12 and M25, we
arrived in fair time for a meal in the town. They even put on a splendid
firework display over the Castle just to welcome us! The GPS took us right to
the door, but Bleriots is a quite prominent building and easy to find, even after
dark. The bike parking is in a private garden and we were able to situate our
bikes well out of sight of passers-by on the road, but there is no real cover or
other security there.
The rooms are bright, clean and well furnished with en-suite facilities, and the
breakfast was very good as well, so we joined the others at the port well rested
and well fed.
Prices seem to be about the same as a Travel Lodge, with the additional benefit
of the included breakfast.
Fred and I thought the place very good value, and I am sure other SAM folk
will find the same. If you are going to the ferries and fancy an overnight break,
then I think you will find Bleriots well worth a visit. I'd certainly be happy to
make a return visit next time I'm in the area.
Regards
Bill Dunham
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Academy Of Motorcycling
DSA - Approved Motorcycle Training
CBT - Compulsory Basic Training
DAS - Direct Access Scheme
Courses & Individual Lessons
Standard Test Training
Advanced Riding Techniques
(RoSPA Diploma Qualified Instructor)
Excellent All Week Training Facilities
Prices Guaranteed to be Unbeatable

Check Prices & Availability then Book Online
www.AcademyOfMotorcycling.co.uk
Tel: 01449 775776

Calls Taken All Week 8 till 8

Carole Nash Insurance
Motorcycle insurers Carol Nash are now "rewarding" SAM with a £ 20-00
incentive for each new group member who takes out a new policy. The free
phone number to call is 0800 083 4422, contact name is Barry Dixon.
Please quote to Carol Nash number 1597 this will ensure that SAM get the
money. This offer does not apply to renewals

Bennetts Insurance
If you take out a new policy with Bennetts please quote T2983 (Training
School Number) as this will earn SAM £30.
Please note, if you buy online you will have to phone Bennetts with this
number. This offer does not apply to renewals.
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To France for Lunch
(and Belgium for Shopping)
Keith and Maureen Gilbert having confessed that they were no longer virgins
(at least in the sense of continental touring) organised a day in France so others
could sample the joys of continental touring. This was open to up to six riders
who had not yet been converted but somehow I managed to be included.
Saturday the 6th of October saw Keith & Maureen, David, Nigel H, Mike F and
myself meeting at the Copdock at 5.15 am (that is a point of time sometime
somewhere after midnight) for a cold but dry run down to Dover. The A12
was closed at Marks Tey due to a fire brigade van catching fire so a slight
diversion was needed. Fred and Bill had travelled down the night before and
had suffered the full delay but met us at the P&O dock. Nigel was by now
either a trainee cocktail shaker or suffering from hypothermia, he was shaking
so much.
The bike in the group were 2 BMW GS’s, Suzuki 600 Bandit, Yamaha XJ900
and 600, Kawasaki GTR1000 and a Suzuki RF900, a bit of a mix and those
without a full screen suffered in the morning’s cold air.
A pleasant crossing, but without a cooked breakfast due to the queue, was
followed by a slightly confused period when it was discovered we had not all
had the same route (a slight discussion between the Gilberts ensued resulting in
Keith being fined 1 months washing up for the error) then a reassembly on
French soil.
For the first time ever I left the dock on the right road (due to Keith’s
leadership) to the first way point at Bourbourg. The French however had been
tipped off by a spy in the SAM membership and had turned the road into a
Motocross course leading to a private cul de sac. Undaunted we ignored the
attempt to deflect our course and proceeded to U turn to the local’s amazement
followed by a number of cars who obviously though that as Brits we knew
what we were doing.
Casting around we finally arrived at the first official stop ay Cassel. A lovely
village but with evil cobbles, don’t go when it is damp, tears will result... After
walking down the hill that the Grand old Duke of York marched up in the early
18th century we were in a typically French large square with restaurants.
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Time for Lunch. Sitting under a cloudless sky in hot sunshine watching
butterflies, talking to a Rugby mad Aussie and a group of ex-pat CAMRA
member Brits passed a very pleasant 2 hour lunch. This was only spoilt by
having to drink Coke instead of wine. It was then back up the hill and off to
Belgium, next stop Poperinge.
The spy struck again, this time Belgium closed the Poperinge road for a pedal
cycle race. Recalculating the route saw as all going to a very light and
spacious supermarket at Bergues where the reason for the large panniers,
probably 150 litres capacity on at least three bikes, became obvious. The
previous years wine production was loaded by which time it was getting near
departure time. A little confusion occurred with one group leaving prematurely
but after making reasonable progress we reached the dock in time to be met
with a large queue to get through. UK passport Control. No problem at the
moment getting out of the UK, (but Gordon is working on it) it seems the
problem is getting back in if you are a UK citizen.
Back on board Keith & Maureen still looked relaxed despite all the stress of
shepherding us across France and Belgium for the day. Regret was expressed
on not taking the Aussie’s mobile number when it was announced that England
had beaten Australia in the rugby match that afternoon.
We all refilled for the second time in Dover and made our way home in the
dark. The 140 miles that Keith said we would cover was a little pessimistic
400 was nearer the mark.
A first class well-organised day with good company so many thanks are due to
Keith & Maureen Gilbert especially for calling on their special relationship
they have with the Weather Gods.
Sean Myles
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SAM Christmas Party
LET’S MAKE DECEMBER GROUP NIGHT THE ONE TO REMEMBER
THIS YEAR (which is 17th December)
NO BAND
NO JACKET POTATOES
Instead –
BEV’S BIG KNICKER GAME - HAS TO BE SEEN TO BE BELIEVED
RICHARD ‘THE I POD’ TOLL – PICK ANY TUNE –
OUR DJ FOR THE EVENING
MASTER CHEF KEITH WRIGHT’S ‘SPARE NO EXPENSE’ BUFFET.
SAM’S VERSION OF BRUCIE’S GENERATION GAME
WITH PRIZES GALORE.
FOR ALL YOU FASHION ICONS – SURPRISE, SURPRISE –
SOMETHING NEW FOR NEXT YEAR.
BUT ALL THIS COMES AT A PRICE.
DAVID ‘I’M IN CHARGE OF THE FUNDS’ RUDLAND
WILL BE SUBSIDING YOUR TICKET TO A MEASLEY
£5.00 PER PERSON
The rest is up to you. Bring wife, partner, girlfriend, next door neighbour.
All are welcome.
TICKET ONLY
Available tonight or by ‘phone to Beverley & David Rudland 01473 401362.
Cheques only to:
36 Sherborne Avenue
Ipswich
IP4 3DR
Tickets can be collected on the door on the night
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Caption Competition
Last months winner was Bill Dunham with:

“What a good way to keep your chips dry”
Come up with the funniest caption for this photo, kindly supplied by and
featuring our very own Keith Locke and win a bottle of wine tonight.
Write your name and caption on a slip provided and post it in the competition
box. Good Luck!

Judging will be performed by the Editor, with help from the committee and the
winner will be announced at the end of the evening.
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet,
as they are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suite!
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This Internet shop allows you to purchase regalia of the Suffolk Advanced
Motorcyclists group. All profits will go to SAM's charity which is Riding For
The Disabled.
Samples are on display and for purchase on Group Nights. See Mrs. Terry
Brooker for details and to view a printed version of the catalogue.
http://sam.spreadshirt.net

NB. This is just a small selection of the items available. There are over 90
items in various colour combinations. If you want something with different
colour combinations, just ask and we will see what we can do.
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Observer News
Congratulations to Mr Terry Brooker for qualifying as and joining the
Observer ranks.

Simon’s Mystery Run

Sunday 25th November. Meet at Beacon Hill Services at 9:00 am.
One thing is for sure, there is a café at the end of the run!

Theatre Trip

Saturday 17th May 2008, coach trip to the Prince Edward Theatre in London, to
see The Jersey Boys matinee, the story of Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons.
Cost each £57.00 (theatre ticket price £46.75 to be paid at time of booking)
places are limited, and going fast, so don’t delay contact Sue Smith to make
your booking ASAP (no later than 1st December) on 01206 251946 (evening)
or 01206 309000 (daytime).
Coach will probably leave mid morning, proposal is to eat somewhere in
London after the performance.

Date for Your Diary 2008
Youth Hostel Association (YHA) weekend to the Sussex Downs, Spring Bank
Holiday weekend. Watch this spot for more details.
Keith Wright

Ed’s Soapbox
Welcome to the November edition of the SAM Observer.
Thanks to Bill Dunham for this Right to Reply and Sean Myles for his
‘To France for Lunch’ article on the subject of the ‘continental virgins’ trip.
Thanks also to Karl Hale for his ‘My Path to Become an Advanced Police
Motorcyclist’, which will span several editions. Please also see my ‘Dragons
in Yorkshire’ article, this being the reason for my shorter than normal Soapbox.
Cheers
Steve Gocher
The SAM Observer November 2007
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December Breakfast Run
Sunday 2nd December – Fairlands Diner
Wymondham, NR18 0AW
Meet at Beacon Hill Services at 9:00 am
Ride Co-ordinator is Phil Sells
(01225 242723)
Carry on up the A140 approx 4 mls T/R onto
A1120 At Pettaugh T/L onto
Unclassified S/P Winston Green in Debenham join
B1077 S/P Eye onto Diss, join
A1066 thru' Diss, @ R/A T/R onto
B1077 S/P Shelfanger
approx 10 mls @ X-Roads T/R onto
B1113 New Buckingham, approx 8-10 mls T/L
Unclassified S/P Ashwell Thorpe in Wymondham
straight over traffic lights 50yrds T/L
into Town Centre
Café is on the right
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and
do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to
vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle.
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route






If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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So You Think You Know ……?
Chris Smith
Chris Smith was one of the
organisers of the recent “treasure
hunt” which gave me an excuse
to ride with a mission around the
county. I spoke to him this
month to find out why he joined
SAM and became one of our
events organisers.
Chris, 52, is married to Susan,
our Associate Coordinator and
lives on The Green at Great
Bentley in Essex.
I only
discovered the Wednesday bike
meetings there a couple of years
ago and was amazed by the
variety and large number of
bikes that regularly appear
during the summer months. An
Essex man, he was born in
Colchester, brought up in nearby
Fordham, met Susan (an Ipswich girl) in the Andromeda nightclub in
Colchester and moved to Elmstead Market 18 months later when they married.
The attraction of Great Bentley was the house they fell in love with and not the
bike meetings he assured me.
Chris has worked in engineering all his life and has run his own business since
2000. Having worked for companies as far away as Harlow, he decided to
become his own boss and now employs 3 others in his CNC machining
enterprise serving mainly local firms in agriculture, packaging, diesel engine
manufacturing, etc.
Chris and Susan have 3 children who have left home but keep coming back.
The eldest son is 25 and based in London, but their daughter (23) has just
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returned home from a contract and the youngest son (20) who has an interest in
bikes is usually away, but home at present. How we all strive for our children
to be happy…..and financially independent!
It was as a 12 year old that Chris began riding bikes with a group of 3 or 4
others on the local farmer’s field. Permission wasn’t a problem as the group
included the farmer’s sons and he fondly recalled riding a Greeves, BSA 250
and stripped down, but indestructible, step-through Honda 50.
First road bike was a Triumph Tiger Cub (200 cc), followed by a Triumph 500,
BSA 500, Yamaha 350, Honda 750 and a Honda 550 before biking took a back
seat to married life. After a long period of abstinence Chris bought a 750
Suzuki Intruder in 1998. Another 18 months abstinence did follow, but in
2003 he bought a Triumph Trophy 1200, which was powerful enough to
convince him that joining the IAM might be, a good idea. Chris and a friend
did try the Essex club, but found a shortage of available observers at the time
and decided to defect across the border to join SAM. Chris passed his test first
time and obviously inspired by his observer, John Goodwin, went on to
become an observer to help others and further develop his own skills through
the continuous observer training.
Chris now has a Yamaha TDM 900, but also an Aprilia Caponord 1000 Vtwin, which Susan says is the most comfortable bike, she’s enjoyed as a pillion.
They went to Cornwall last Easter and France more recently, so with breakfast
runs and Saturday rides Chris covers about 10k miles per year. He often goes
over to the Wednesday meetings on The Green, which some villagers
disapprove of, but commends the gathering for its good atmosphere.
Chris used to fly gliders, which was quite a time consuming hobby, but reckons
he enjoys biking more. A couple of biking memories come to mind quite
vividly. One was when his Dad’s face lit up at first sight of that big 4 cylinder
Honda 750 K1 (remarkable as he didn’t like bikes). The other was heading
towards a plate glass butchers window in Bures on his backside with legs in the
air after his mate dropped the Suzuki 250 Super 6 on a diesel spill. Of course
they simply remounted and carried on to Snetterton for a Sunday meet, but felt
a bit sore later in the day. If your mate hasn’t joined the IAM yet Chris, bring
him along next time.
[Words by Nigel Hydes]
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Dragons in Yorkshire

–

Part 1

My long anticipated ride out with my brother Mark
(our last ride out together was about 20 years ago!)
and the North Wales Dragon Riders had finally
arrived:
Friday 14th September. Having decided on the
quickest route taking in the A14, M1 and A52, I left
Ipswich on the A14 west bound at 07:15. I was
heading for Ashbourne, south Peak District, for an
11:30 rendezvous with the group.
The A14 towards Cambridge was rather uneventful until I happened across a
Peugot 205 bring towed at speed. As I got closer I realised that it wasn’t being
towed at all, as the driver changed lanes from behind the vehicle it was
tailgating directly behind a large van with around 6 feet of separation distance,
which was maintained impeccably. Needless to say I passed both vehicles with
extreme caution.
I made a stop at the services on the A1 / A14. As I was leaving I realised I
hadn’t informed the ‘Route Master’ of my location, so I pulled up at the exit,
switched the hazards on and proceeded to text Mark my location. I soon
realised that I wasn’t alone. There was a car in front of me at the exit when I
stopped, which remained stationary. After another minute or so the driver got
out and approached. I asked was she all right to which she replied, “No. I’m
looking for the A1 South. I got terrible lost around here once…”. Having
finished my text message, I told her to follow me around the round about. I
pointed out the A1 south slip road, she replied with a ‘thumbs up’ and with my
good Samaritan deed done, I continued on my way.
With a stop for a ‘full english’ at Donington Park Services I arrived at
Ashbourne just after 11:00. 185 miles covered. Mark (Honda Varadero 1000),
Mike (Honda VFR800) and Chris (Yamaha XJR1300), the Dragon Riders
scouting party, arrived and after refuelling and a brief by Mark of their group
riding system (more on this later) we set off for Hawes. Mark’s route took us
through the Peak District and into Yorkshire. His means of navigation being a
Zumo 550 GPS, backed up with maps.
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My initial impression of the Peak District and the Dales, other than the
gradients and breathtaking scenery, was how the dry-stone walls, lining either
side of the narrow winding roads, helped to focus my mind. We arrived at the
White Hart Inn, Hawes at 18:30, 349 miles covered.
Once in Hawes I met the rest of the Dragon Riders and the land lady.

From left to right, Ray (Triumph Tiger), Gilbert (Newsletter Editor and Social
Secretary - Honda Valadero 1000), Ken (Honda CBF600), Mike (Chairman),
Marianne (Secretary), Michelle (the Land Lady), Chris, Mark, Gary (Suzuki
Bandit 1250), Shep (Triumph Tiger) and Hugh (BMW GS1200).
By the way, Shep isn’t actually 8 feet tall, he’s standing on a bench!
Saturday 15th. Up at 5am to travel to Horton in Ribblesdale, to see off the guys
I’d worked with at Wheatley Associates, in Bacton. They were walking the 25
miles, ‘Three Peaks for Glenn’ Challenge in aid of Cancer Research. We’d all
worked with Glenn who sadly lost his life in a motorcycle accident on the
A143 in June. Donations are still being gratefully accepted at:
http://www.justgiving.com/threepeaksforglenn
I got back to Hawes for breakfast, refuelled and we all set off for Hadrian’s
Wall. We took a brief stop at one of the visitors centres, the conversation went
something like ‘What did the Roman’s do for us?’ We then found a pub for
lunch and to watch some of the rugby. Wales were playing Australia. At half
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time, with Wales loosing, we set off back to Hawes. To Chris’s dismay
Australia won 32 – 20, although this was slightly less embarrassing than
England’s match against South Africa on Friday, loosing 36 – 0!
243 miles covered, total 592 miles.
Sunday 16th. With Whitby decided as our destination, we set off taking in the
North Yorkshire Moors, passing RAF Fylingdale (someone had pinched the
golf balls), arriving at Whitby in brilliant sunshine. After the obligatory
‘Whitby fish n’ chips’ and a stroll around the port, we set off back to Hawes.
The return route included the B1257 from Stokesley to Helmsley.
If you’re interested you can view my ride at:
http://www.stevegocher.co.uk/video/B1257.wmv
The bike in front, with the incredible smooth riding style, is Mike. Can you
spot my deliberate mistake, which I was luckily to get away with?
194 miles covered, total 794 miles.
Monday 17th. I couldn’t believe the weekend had come to an end so soon.
Today saw us taking the quickest route back to North Wales. Our destination
was the village of Bagillt, the home of Gary and my parents. Indecently, this
was also the home of Nigel Hydes’ great grand parents. (see the ‘So You
Think You Know..?’ article in the May 2007 edition). We took the M6 south
accompanied by strong cross winds and torrential rain. Was this payback for
using the motorway…?
150 miles covered, total 944 miles.
I stayed until Wednesday, managing to visit some old friends, before returning
to Ipswich. I avoided the motorways on the way back, so as not to anger the
rain gods, taking in the A55, A41, A5, A45 and the A14.
296 miles, covered, total 1240 miles.
During the trip I experienced some amazing roads and scenery. I also learned a
lot of machine control during the ride-outs on the twisting and undulating
terrain.
I also got to know about the Dragon Riders club, the club constitution and
those that I met during this trip, however I’ve run out of time this month so
you’ll have to wait until next month. I shall also describe their group riding
technique, which having experienced it, I think we as a group could learn from.
Steve Gocher
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SMART
RIDER

•

Novice Try-a-Bike Sessions

•

Compulsory Basic Training

•

125 cc & Direct Access

•

Rusty Riders Refresher

•

Riding Skills Development

Professional Motorcycle and
Roadcraft Training on a one-to-one
basis (except CBT) in
Bury St. Edmunds
Contact Tony Fuller on
07763 018027 or 01440 786928
www.smartrider.co.uk
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FOR SALE – Kawasaki GT 550 G8

Superb Condition – low mileage

13,500 genuine miles on 1994 (M)
plate. Regularly maintained and
cared for – receipts available. Tax to
April 2008 – MOT Nov 2007.
Excellent first bike (56 bhp and 195
Kg) Seat height 31 ½ inch (800 mm)
Motad 4-1 system, suspension set up
by MCTechnics, Oxford Hot grips
(on relay from ignition, so no flat
batteries), Optimate flying lead
fitted, 7” round headlight – excellent
beam. Braided hoses, K&N air filter, Good tyres, Givi E36 top box.
To you only £850 ovno.
Call John Horsley on 01473 326913
FOR SALE - Top box rack and fitting kit for a Honda ST1300 - 2002 onwards.
Will take a GIVI or KAPPA top box. Hardly used as new. £30.00
Call Reg on 07718 781238
FOR SALE - Genuine Honda Fly Screen for CBF 500 with all fittings in a
good condition. £35.00 ono
Call Steve on 01473 430643
FOR SALE – BMW R1100RS, Y Reg 2001, Silver, 60K, full service history,
full BMW luggage, ABS, heated grips, new rear tyre, Taxed & Tested to Feb
2008. £3,000 ono
Call Henry Johnson on 07855 522460
FOR SALE – Yamaha YBR125, 2005, Blue, 9,500miles, tax April 08. VGC.
service history. £1200 ono
Call Howard 01206 824128 eves. w/ends
Send your classified items to sam.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
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My Path to Become an Advanced
Police Motorcyclist – Warts and All
Part 1 - The Standard Course
My instructor Dave ‘Solly’ Solomon’s opening line was “I’m only expecting
one thing from you this course”. I thought great, I’m a man, I don’t do multi
task but I can do things singularly. ‘Solly’ went on to say “That one thing is
PERFECTION.”
I arrived on the first day of the Police Advanced Motorcycle course with
baggage (not just my socks and pants) but despite this I had a positive attitude.
The reason for this was that I had been on a Police Advanced Motorcycle
course before but didn’t see it to its conclusion due to a high-speed collision.
Not only did that mean the end of the course but also my police motorcycling
career (for two years anyway).
The Police Forces of England and Wales can vary the Police Advanced
Motorcycle course by one of two ways. The first is a five-week course, which
gains you the qualification if successful at its conclusion. The second, which
the Suffolk constabulary adopts, is two three-week courses with a
consolidation period in between. The first three weeks are designed to get you
to a Police Standard Response level that allows the individual to patrol and
respond on a marked Police Motorcycle. The second three weeks are designed
to get the individual to advanced status. The catch is that if the advanced level
is not reached then the standard qualification is taken away not allowing the
individual to patrol using police motorcycles. So there is an incentive.
My career as a police motorcyclist started in 2003 following a suitability ride
conducted by ‘Solly’, who was to be my instructor throughout my police
motorcycle training. I remember the three-week standard course going ‘ok’.
The object is to apply the system of motorcycle control using the principles of
Police Roadcraft. The standard of the rider would be to the equivalent of a
ROSPA gold.
The format of the course (and subsequent advanced course) is virtually the
same as employed by SAM observed riding. Directions are given by the
instructors indicators, de-briefs given at regular intervals. The ratio of students
to instructor though is 2:1. All marked speed limits are religiously observed
however the national speed limits are not. The training is carried out on
marked police motorcycles.
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This course was a big learning curve for me as I would not have described
myself as a very experienced motorcyclist; I’d only been riding about five
years and that not too frequently. I had many dramas on this course having
dropped the bike more than once (the first time being on day one, slow speed
handling around some cones at Woodbridge airfield). I remember feeling
whilst riding it didn’t feel as if it was me on the bike; it felt surreal, especially
when the pace increased.
I had an incident in the second week, it was the Monday and we were on the
evening run, this was so that we could experience riding in low light and / or
the darkness. We had just visited Haverhill police station having come back
from Bedfordshire, I was lead rider when from the off side of the road a deer
started to cross my path at speed. I had little warning and was travelling in the
national speed limit. I knew impact was imminent so braced myself for it,
however I quickly thought that if I braked I would be unstable if hit so
immediately powered on the throttle. The deer (which stood about shoulder
height to me) ran straight into my right thigh. I heard a bang but continued on
the same path. I looked in my mirror to see something rolling around in the
carriageway, it wasn’t as big as the deer and I remember thinking that I had
ripped the deer’s head off and it was rolling in the road. Luckily it wasn’t that
gory. What had happened was that my offside pannier had been ripped off by
the impact of the deer and it was that which I saw in the mirror. The deer had
fallen, picked itself up again and then ran back into the undergrowth from
whence it came. (I earned the name ‘Deer Hunter’ for many months to follow)
Every cloud has a silver lining. It took a while for the pannier to be repaired so
the nearside had to be removed as well. This was fortunate for me as a few
days later we went on a ride through central London and although having no
panniers the bike looked odd, it didn’t have a fat arse which made it a lot easier
for me to filter through the capitals congested traffic.
At the end of the course I managed to pass and make the grade. I was pleased
as I found it mentally and physically gruelling. For fifteen days, eight hours a
day I had been in the saddle of the bike, being assessed. Unlike the car courses
where once you’ve done your drive you can relax in the rear seat. On the bikes
there’s no respite as you still have to ride and being number three can be harder
than number one at times, especially if you get held up and have to play catch
up.
It was hard. I was to be released on the unsuspecting public. I knew I had to
do another course but this time I wasn’t looking forward to it as much. I knew
what to expect.
Karl Hale
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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SAM Membership Renewal Form 2008
SUFFOLK ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS’ GROUP
Affiliated to the Institute of Advanced Motorists
Group Membership No. 7219 - SAM is a Registered Charity No. 1067800
Website: http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
First Name: ……………………… Surname: …………………………………..
Address: .………………………………………………………………………...
....………………………………………………………………………
Post Code: ……………………
Motorcycle Make: …………………..…. Model: ………………………………
Phone (Home): …………………………. Work: ………………………………
Mobile: ………………………………….
Email Address: ………………………….
I enclose my fee for annual renewal for membership type:
Full Member £15.00 Associate Member £15.00 Joint Member £18.00
Friend of Group £6.00
Lapsed £18.00 (delete as appropriate)
PLEASE NOTE THAT IF YOU WISH TO JOIN AS A NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER
YOU MUST TAKE UP THE IAM £85.00 “SKILLS FOR LIFE” PACKAGE.
(This price is increasing to £109.00 from the 1st February 2008)

Are you a motorcycling member of the IAM?

Yes / No

IAM Membership No:…………………….. Expiry Date: …………………….
Signature: ………………………………………… Date: …………………….
Please make cheques payable to: SUFFOLK ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
Data Protection Act:
I have no objection to the above details being held on computer. I understand
that such information will be kept strictly confidential to relevant officers of
the SAM committee.
Only name, post town & motorcycle will be published in the Group Magazine.
Signature: ………………………………………… Date: …………………….
Please remember membership runs from January to January.
Please post your completed membership form and membership fee to:
Beverley Rudland
SAM Membership Secretary
36 Sherborne Avenue
Ipswich
IP4 3DR
The SAM Observer November 2007
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of every month
at Great Blakenham Village Hall

We have a “No-Smoking” policy in the meeting room.

Please leave quietly, and return
all chairs back to the storage
trolley provided.
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Safety SAM
Some of you might be thinking about putting the bike into hibernation for the
winter months, some of you might continue to use two wheels through the
colder and darker months. So if you are riding during the winter months, what
special consideration should you give to the weather conditions?
Whatever the weather, the machine’s roadworthiness is your responsibility.
You should always carry out a Petrol Oil Water Electrics Rubber check before
setting off. Pay particular attention to rubber. Research and statistics tell us
that the grip offered by a tyre significantly reduces when tread goes below
3mm of depth. With less tread you are more likely to aquaplane in wet
conditions. It might be worth treating yourself to an early Christmas present!
So the bike is fit to go – what about you? Have you got the right gear to keep
you warm and dry when it’s cold and wet? If you are riding at night do you
need to use glasses – when did you last have your eyes checked? If you are
doing a long journey, plan in stops to warm up. When fingers, toes and your
nose start to get chilly you should consider a stop to get warm again. The body
will reduce heat to the extremities to keep the core and the organs warm. If
you start to get cold, your ability to concentrate identify hazard can be
seriously reduced.
In terms of riding in the winter
months, vision is one the two
major factors that need to be
considered. Visor misting, low
sun, fog, rain and spray can all
make
visibility
difficult.
Always apply the golden rule
“you should always be able to
stop in the distance you can see
to be clear and on your own
side of the road”. Focus on
what you can see e.g. cats’ eyes,
the edge of the carriageway (kerbstones and paint), centre white lines (are they
hazard lines?) and to an extent, the vehicle in front. Do not get towed along
behind the vehicle in front. If they are going too fast for the conditions you
will be too!
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Consider if the conditions are going to make it harder for you to be seen. Look
out for the car drivers who become tank drivers by clearing frost an area the
size of a letter box off the windscreen. Riding with a low sun at your back can
make it difficult for people coming towards you to see you. Also, if you are
following a vehicle, the driver might be dazzled by the sun in their mirrors.
Wearing fluorescent and reflective clothing in any low light conditions will
help you to be seen, it will not guarantee it though! Be ready to use the horn to
inform other road users of your presence.
The second major factor must be the road surface and its effect on grip. If your
vision is impaired, your ability to determine the condition of the road surface
will be reduced. Rain, standing water, snow and ice will all increase the risk of
skidding and aquaplaning. These conditions might linger in areas with micro
climates. Features such as valley floors, areas of shadow and exposed over
bridges might freeze before and thaw after stretches of road. All acceleration,
braking and steering needs to be carried out smoothly and progressively.
Consider using subtle engine braking to slow you down as opposed to the
brakes. This will be dependant on effective forward observation.

Bad weather is often blamed as the cause of a crash. The real cause is the
rider’s or driver’s failure to take the conditions into consideration. In dense
fog, to maintain safety, you may need to ride at a speed that the journey is no
longer viable or worthwhile. Observation, riding at a safe speed for the
conditions and maintaining a safe following distance (2 seconds in dry and 4
seconds in the wet) are crucial for safe riding and are especially important
when the conditions get rough.
If the conditions are inclement ask yourself is the journey necessary? If it is,
can I take the car or public transport or am I better off at home in the warm
with my cup of tea?
Safety SAM
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Events Diary
Sunday 25th November

Simon’s Mystery Run
Meet at Beacon Hill Services at 9:00 am

Thursday 29th November

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Sunday 2nd December

Breakfast Run - Fairlands Diner,
Wymondham. NR18 0AW

Monday 17th December

Group Night – SAM Christmas Party
Don’t miss Bev’s Big Knicker Game
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Membership Fees for 2008
Full Member £15.00
Associate £85 - Skills for Life (£109 from 1st February 2008)
(25 years and under Skills for Life discount £20)
Includes the current issue of “Pass your Advanced Motorcycle Test” and your
IAM Test fee for new members
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Friend of the Group £6.00
For spouse, partner, friend or colleague of a group member. The Newsletter is
not included in this price
Joint Full Members £18.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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GREENS
MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA
SALES # SERVICE # MOT
For

TRAINING # REPAIRS

PEDDARS LANE, BECCLES
Phone (01502) 712370
Fax (01502) 711689

